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**Goal Champion:** All Command Staff Members

**Objective:** The primary responsibility of government is to protect life and property. In the complex and dynamic operational environment of the law enforcement profession, the Colorado State Patrol utilizes the application of the knowledge and experience of our members to make predicative and adaptive changes to achieve our public safety mission.

### Fatal & Injury Crashes
- Reduce by 5% the number of fatal and injury crashes investigated by troopers statewide in CY 2017.

### DUI/DUID-Caused Fatal & Injury Crashes
- Reduce by 5% the number of DUI/DUID caused fatal and injury crashes investigated by troopers statewide in CY 2017.

### Occupant Restraint System Use
- Reduce by 5% the number of unrestrained occupant fatalities in motor vehicle crashes investigated by troopers statewide in CY 2017.

### Highway Preservation
- The Colorado State Patrol Port of Entry (POE) will maintain a count of size/weight citations and warnings where the carrier has an Inspection Selection System (ISS) safety score of 85 or above, and increase follow-up contacts to 100% with those carriers with a score of 120 by December 2017.

### Interdict Criminal Activity
- Achieve 100% compliance with reported interdiction stops made by troopers on Colorado’s highways by December 2017.

### Dignitary Protection
- Maintain 25% of uniformed members trained in dignitary protection through December 2021.

### Incident Management
- Implement the Traffic Incident Management philosophy on key crash reduction corridors in an effort to improve first responder safety, reduce crashes and improve traffic operations by December 2017.
- Establish average response times by troopers to incidents on major Colorado interstates by December 2017.
- Collect data by utilizing newly implemented technology to establish a baseline of traffic incident management statistics related to response times, clearance times and secondary crashes by January 2018.
- Analyze collected data after establishing a baseline to begin using a data driven approach to increase effectiveness and efficiencies in traffic incident management response by December 2019.
Education Program

• Identify pilot project school districts and develop schedule of implementation for school year 2017-2018 by July 2017.
• Fully implement phase one of the education program and utilize feedback and evaluation of the advisory group and school district advisors for program enhancement by December 2017.
• Develop and implement phase two of the K-12 education program by August 2018.

Special Events

• Develop new permitting and event guidelines that establish a communication strategy for each special event should a crisis occur by April 2017.

Special Events (cont.)

• Develop a revised special event permitting processes in partnership with the Colorado Department of Transportation and special event organizers by May 2017.
• Continue to monitor and evaluate best practices for the management of special events on a statewide basis through December 2017.
• Continue to establish working relationships with event organizers, communities impacted by permitted events and public safety professionals that work collaboratively for the success and safety of all permitted events.

Quality Assurance

• The Communications Branch will implement the quality assurance program to ensure communication services are delivered at the highest possible standard with all members receiving a score of 80% or higher by December 2017.

Communication Services

• Review the proposed Public Safety Broadband Network (PSBN) plan for the State of Colorado and in partnership with the Governor’s Office of Information Technology, make a recommendation on the funding, infrastructure and sustainability of the network by December 2017.
• Continuously assess the sustainability of the State of Colorado Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS) by improving the operability and inter-operability of the system. Evaluation and recommendations will include the effective of the DTRS for the sustainment, operational use and build-out of future expansion through December 2021.

Safeguard Life & Protect Property

Provide Public Safety Communication Services

Goal Champion: Director Don Naccarato

Objective: The Colorado State Patrol will provide professional communication services to our members and allied agencies. Officer safety and mission effectiveness is paramount; the Patrol is utilizing communications technology to develop and enhance statewide infrastructure.
Advancing Our Profession

Recruit, Retain & Develop Members

Goal Champion: Major Steve Garcia

Objective: The Colorado State Patrol has structured the professional development goals to maximize organizational efficiencies and resources. Supervisors are encouraged to promote member career enrichment through programmatic means and provide a supportive environment where leadership and training enhance member development and retainment.

Recruit & Retainment

- Develop and implement a recruiting strategy for POST certified officers to fill the 2017 lateral cadet class by March 2017.

- Identify effective recruiting strategies using analysis and data from previous classes and develop a phased recruitment schedule for cadet class 2018-1 and 2018-2 by April 2017.

- Annually review and analyze trending data collected from member separations to enhance retainment strategies by December 2017.

- Continuously evaluate recruitment strategies to ensure the Patrol is recruiting the most diverse candidates for every position through December 2021.

Professional Development

- Conduct a member survey to collect feedback regarding leadership training and position specific training by March 2017.

- Provide each member, if desired, a minimum of 40 hours of position specific (e.g. law enforcement, crash investigation, interview and interrogation, etc.) and otherwise not required training for all members by December 2017.

- Provide resources and training through fair and impartial policing standards to ensure interaction with the communities we serve meet the expectations of a professional law enforcement agency through 2018.

- Provide members the opportunity to attend leadership training specifically for law enforcement organizations throughout 2017.
Advancing Our Profession

Research and Develop Process Improvements

**Organizational Accountability**

- Continuously work with business unit managers to solicit proofs of compliance and maintain accreditation files for the organizational on-site mock assessment in May 2017.

- Complete the development and implementation of CALEA compliant academy infrastructure by October 2017.

- Demonstrate continued compliance with Advanced Law Enforcement Standards during a formal assessment in December 2017.

- Demonstrate initial compliance with Communications and Training Academy Standards during a formal assessment in December 2017.

- Implement the plan for mock and on-site assessment for Advanced Law Enforcement reaccreditation and Communications and Training Academy accreditation by December 2017.

- Achieve Advanced Law Enforcement agency reaccreditation from the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) by March 2018.

- Achieve Communications and Training Academy initial accreditation from the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) by March 2018.

**Business Process Improvement**

- Transition from CSPN to Premier One CAD as the primary repository for statistical information gathering and activity reporting by July 2017.

- Deploy and properly manage the first phase of the Niche RMS system by July 2017.

- Create a data warehouse that collects and stores data from all of the CSP data sources and allows that data to be queried and reported on in a timely and efficient manner by December 2018.

- Create and implement the fourth, fifth and final phase of the Central Records Section within the Colorado State Patrol and ensure the unit is fully integrated into the agency by December 2017.

- Fully integrate the Crime Analyst Unit with a clear vision and direction into the daily operations of the Colorado State Patrol by December 2017.

- Develop and plan for the deployment of phase two of the Niche RMS system by December 2017.

**Goal Champion:** Major Josh Downing

**Objective:** The Colorado State Patrol will integrate practical technology solutions and process improvements to eliminate duplication and maximize available resources while providing enhanced public safety.
## Leader In Public Safety

### Efficiently Manage Resources & Capital Assets

**Goal Champion:** Director Kevin Rants

**Objective:** The Colorado State Patrol will identify and sustain equipment, vehicles and infrastructure of the organization. Projects will be identified and prioritized for the scheduled replacement or deployment of resources to ensure officer and civilian member safety and organizational effectiveness.

### Vehicle & Vehicle Equipment

- Annually review the Vehicle Allocation Plan and make allocation decisions based on CSP priorities and validated requirements.
- Develop an annual five year vehicle and vehicle equipment forecast with projected vehicle replacements, anticipated original equipment manufacturer platform updates and major vehicle system changes by December 2017.

### Equipment Management

- Annually review, and update if required, the life cycle sustainment plan for mission enabling equipment and synchronize funding projections to support department and agency fiscal processes.

### Infrastructure Sustainment

- Annually develop a prioritized facilities maintenance list in coordination with the Logistics Services Facilities Management Branch to drive program decisions and support the prioritization of agency capital needs and annual Facilities Master Plan update cycle by December 2017.

### Capital Development & Planning

- Annually develop a prioritized capital development requirements list in coordination with the Logistics Services Capital Planning and Development Branch to support prioritization of agency capital needs and the Department’s annual update cycle by December 2017.
This plan is subject to an annual review and revision process which includes but is not limited to: Chief direction, Command Staff meetings, the Strategic Review and Forecast (SRF) biannual meetings, employee and public feedback surveys, reports from Goal Champions and analysis conducted by the Colorado State Patrol Strategic Planner.